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Hi All,

This is going to be a lightweight note. We have been working hard on a full research

piece covering the ETH derivatives in light of the Merge. Expect to see something out
by the end of the week. It will get posted on our web site. If you wish to have it emailed
to you, let us know.

Our specialty here is not crypto mixers, international law, and it is de�nitely not money
laundering. So I don’t have a lot to say about Tornado Cash. I do, however, have

questions about Blackrock’s announced BTC trust. I’m not sure what the o�cial
numbers are for Grayscale’s GBTC for their fee earnings but it is a lot. This article
suggests an estimate of $484M and with BTC at about half its 2021 year end price, let’s
call it $200-$250M. If Blackrock is going to launch a product and it is for institutions,
then I know the fees need to be lower than 2%. Clearly if GBTC is to be competitive,

then it needs lower fees and a plan for that discount. And now, via the crypto crash and
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Genesis, it reportedly has $1B of GBTC (which means that $20M or so of views is
currently going from one DCG entity to another). On one hand, they could make 30% if
the discount disappeared. On the other, they would give up, say, half to three quarters of

their fee income. But maybe they would then be able to double their assets? They
certainly have brand recognition. I’m also not an expert about what their capability for
listing options on GBTC might be, but I don’t think it is possible. I mention that
because assets could grow if it became a major trading vehicle. On balance, it makes me
slightly bullish GBTC.

Here are some threads I found interesting / helpful:

Andy Constan on Treasury bait-and-switching QT

Squish (the original Triple-Halving) on trading

Lightning growth. This is particularly timely with all of the controversy on
Tornado Cash and privacy. Lightning transactions cannot be traced.

Tell me I’m wrong (please)

Ari

DISCLAIMER: Do your own research. Nothing herein is investment or trading advice.
All information here is given on a best e�orts basis and there is no guarantee of
accuracy. Digital Gamma or the author may or may not have positions in the assets or
their derivatives mentioned herein.
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